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Executive Summary

At the request of the Pinellas County (County) Board of County Commissioners (BCC), we conducted an audit of Traffic Management System Coordination. The Transportation Division (Transportation) within the Public Works Department (Public Works) was responsible for the coordination of the traffic management system. The objectives of our audit were to:

1. Ensure adequate procedures were in place to operate the Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS)/Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and Traffic Management Center (TMC) effectively and efficiently.
2. Ensure Transportation employed a sufficient methodology to measure the performance of the ATMS/ITS and communicate key traffic flow statistics to the public.
3. Ensure adequate procedures were in place to perform preventive maintenance (PM), facilitate the reporting of traffic issues, investigate reported issues, and repair traffic signals in an effective and efficient manner.
4. Ensure there was adequate oversight of the inter-governmental contracts and/or agreements for the maintenance and operation of the traffic management system.

Except as noted in the report, we determined the traffic management system functioned in an effective and efficient manner. Transportation management was supportive of its staff and receptive of areas for consideration and improvement. We found all staff encountered to be skilled, knowledgeable, and satisfied with their jobs. For these reasons, we discovered Transportation’s peers generally viewed it as a traffic industry leader. A common theme throughout the audit was the appreciation of staff for the support and desire for continued improvement and innovation by management. To these ends, our report contains 12 opportunities for improvement.

Our review revealed the ATMS Master Plan was outdated and did not provide important information for current and future decision-making. We also determined Transportation’s interlocal agreements with the city of Clearwater contained outdated and unclear information that caused disagreements regarding maintenance responsibilities. Transportation recently migrated to the Cityworks application to track its work. We determined the application did not provide the desired custom reporting functionality. Management was aware of the issue, and it was working to obtain all necessary reporting functionality.

Our review of traffic signal PM revealed it was behind schedule due, in part, to recently increased maintenance requirements from the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). In addition, discussions with Transportation staff revealed contractors who installed ITS devices often lacked the necessary technical expertise to perform the contracted tasks. Discussions also revealed an opportunity for better collaboration between the Transportation Operations and Transportation Traffic Systems Engineering and Design sections on installation decisions.

Transportation also had opportunities to expand its use of predictive technology, improve public outreach through updating its webpage, expand the monitoring and reporting of travel time information on County roadways, and improve the reporting of traffic advisory information.
Public Works manages essential vehicular, pedestrian, and drainage infrastructure, as well as critical natural and urban environmental resources for the County. The department consists of the following seven divisions:

- Transportation
- Stormwater and Vegetation
- Environmental Management
- Construction Management
- Survey and Mapping
- Technical Services
- Customer Service

The department strives to be responsive to citizens and work with them to provide services such as mowing, mosquito control, traffic control, sidewalk, road, and bridge maintenance, as well as develop and manage capital projects for the County.

Highlighting the importance of transportation systems, the County’s Strategic Plan provided the following objective in Strategy 4.5:

“Provide safe and effective transportation systems to support the efficient flow of motorists, commerce, and regional connectivity.”

Based on the 2015 Urban Mobility Scorecard produced by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute, the average traveler in the Tampa Bay area was delayed by congestion approximately 41 hours per year, with a cost of $907 for lost time and excess fuel.
The fiscal year (FY) 2019 adopted budget listed the following accomplishment for Public Works:

“The department continues to reduce vehicular travel times and implemented three new major advanced traffic management installations, with three more currently under construction along major County roads.”

Transportation operates the Countywide ATMS/ITS through the County’s state of the art TMC, also known as the Primary Control Center (PCC). Transportation also maintains traffic control devices for 16 municipalities, two fire districts, and the FDOT through inter-governmental agreements. Transportation is organizationally responsible for the following sections:

- Operations
- Planning
- Engineering
- Traffic Systems Engineering and Design
- Capital Planning and Right-of-way Management
- Traffic Maintenance
- Roadway Maintenance

**Intelligent Transportation System**

ITS is a term used throughout the United States and the world. Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union, made July 7, 2010, stated the following related to an ITS:

“Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are advanced applications which without embodying intelligence as such aim to provide innovative services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable various users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated and ‘smarter’ use of transport networks.”

Presently, the Public Works ITS includes 15 types of technology-based systems, divided into two focuses: intelligent infrastructure systems and intelligent vehicle systems. This broad range of wireless and wire-line communications-based traffic and traveler information systems are combined to help motorists make better decisions. When integrated into the transportation system infrastructure, and into vehicles themselves, these technologies help monitor and manage traffic, reduce congestion, provide alternative routes to travelers, enhance productivity, improve pedestrian and vehicle safety, and increase the efficiency of the entire transportation network.
The County’s ITS is known as Smart Tracs. Implementation of the County ITS infrastructure was divided in three phases on specific highway corridors in coordination with ongoing highway projects. As of audit fieldwork, Transportation had started Phase 3 while finishing remaining projects from Phase 2. Some of the necessary projects were not in the Capital Improvement Plan. Therefore, Transportation intended to submit applications for state funds through the County Incentive Grant Program and the Transportation Regional Incentive Program.

Over 200 miles of fiber optic backbone is in place to support the ITS. The backbone connects primary County facilities, the FDOT, and several municipalities. The ITS infrastructure relies on devices such as advanced vehicle detectors, closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras, and dynamic message signs (DMSs). During audit fieldwork, we noted the County traffic network included a total of 171 CCTV cameras, 54 DMSs, and 435 signal devices.

Transportation’s goal is to have a fully redundant traffic network that shares real-time information to facilitate the most efficient traffic movement possible. Transportation’s efforts to complete the ITS and its dedication to stay on the cutting edge of technology have bolstered this endeavor. Moving forward, the ITS will have the capability of interacting with intelligent vehicles as more vehicles are equipped with intelligent vehicle technology.
Advanced Traffic Management System

The ATMS integrates hardware, equipment, ITS technology, and other electronic communication systems, in an effort to operate the traffic signals more efficiently. Traffic is monitored, the timing of traffic signals is optimized on major County roads, and traffic flow is improved.

Transportation operates the TMC for the nationally recognized countywide ATMS. This control center is the hub for both ATMS and ITS related activities. All County maintained traffic signals, CCTV cameras, and DMSs relay information to the TMC to be used by operators to manage the roadway network. CCTV cameras are used for monitoring arterial roadways and intersections for traffic backups and verifying incidents or accidents. Traffic incidents are communicated with area emergency dispatch centers. DMSs communicate traveler information and travel time information.

Transportation is an innovator in the implementation of adaptive traffic control. The TMC Standard Operating Guidelines manual states the following regarding Transportation's adaptive control system:

"Pinellas County was recognized nationally by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) for the successful rollout of the first United States based computerized adaptive signal system."

Unlike traditional timing plans, adaptive control evaluates the available time, uses detection devices to evaluate the traffic volume at the intersection, and uses an algorithm to allocate the available time in the most efficient manner. Transportation continues to test the feasibility and expand the use of adaptive traffic control on County roadways as it completes the ITS.
Advanced Traveler Information System

The County is currently testing an Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS), which will provide motorists information about the roadway system to improve their daily trips and maximize the capacity of the network. The ATIS will provide access to travel time information and a traffic condition map containing the following layers:

- Weather information
- Traffic construction
- Traffic incidents
- Special events
- Traffic cameras
- Message signs
- Traffic speeds

Public Works currently performs public outreach on traffic incidents with its @pinellastraffic Twitter account. The Public Works website also provides traffic and roadway advisories.

Budget

The Transportation Management budget comprised 14.7% of the FY 2019 Public Works budget request and was the third largest Public Works program in terms of expenditures, as seen in the following chart.

![Expenditures by Program Chart](image)
The following table depicts the expenditures by Public Works program for FYs 2017 through 2019:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>FY 2017 Actual</th>
<th>FY 2018 Revised</th>
<th>FY 2019 Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Improvement Program Support</td>
<td>2,676,196</td>
<td>2,907,320</td>
<td>3,555,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Services</td>
<td>7,136,389</td>
<td>8,200,670</td>
<td>8,194,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquito Control Vegetation Management and Urban Forestry</td>
<td>9,594,498</td>
<td>13,353,650</td>
<td>13,872,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36,123,060</td>
<td>16,280,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets and Bridges</td>
<td>9,411,470</td>
<td>11,098,470</td>
<td>14,571,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Water</td>
<td>17,438,535</td>
<td>23,153,190</td>
<td>23,958,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Collector</td>
<td>284,678</td>
<td>293,050</td>
<td>295,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfers</td>
<td>1,598,610</td>
<td>1,700,000</td>
<td>12,250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Management</td>
<td>10,602,431</td>
<td>12,648,450</td>
<td>15,992,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenditures</strong></td>
<td><strong>$58,742,807</strong></td>
<td><strong>$109,477,860</strong></td>
<td><strong>$108,971,620</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Transportation Management expenditures increased by 19.3% from FY 2017 to FY 2018 and by 26.4% from FY 2018 to FY 2019.

A breakdown of the total expenditures by fund for FYs 2017 through 2019 is provided in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>FY 2017 Actual</th>
<th>FY 2018 Revised</th>
<th>FY 2019 Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>County Transportation Trust</td>
<td>10,602,431</td>
<td>12,648,450</td>
<td>15,991,680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fund</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenditures by Program</strong></td>
<td><strong>$10,602,431</strong></td>
<td><strong>$12,648,450</strong></td>
<td><strong>$15,992,210</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The County Transportation Trust holds the County’s fuel tax revenue. Florida allows the County to levy up to 12 cents of local option fuel taxes. The County levies 7 cents of the 12 cents available. Of that amount, the County allocates one cent dedicated for use by the ATMS/ITS. The remainder of the fuel tax revenue may be used for roadway operations and maintenance, which includes roads, bridges, sidewalks, curbs, street gutters, etc.

Transportation management stated it earmarked surplus funds in the County Transportation Trust fund for immediate need projects during this budget cycle, which resulted in the increased expenditures noted in the preceding tables. For example, the ATMS/ITS central traffic control software will be replaced. In addition, Transportation is using the surplus funds to repair potholes and perform other needed roadway repairs in response to numerous reports from citizens. Management stated expenditures should decrease to normal operating levels after the completion of these projects.

Due to fleet changes (e.g., electric, hybrid, and fuel efficient vehicles) and pressure from other transportation needs to use existing gas tax revenues, available gas tax funding is projected to grow at a slower pace than Public Works operations and maintenance expenses. Therefore, the County is seeking alternate funding methods due to a forecasted $4.1 million annual deficit by FY 2024.

Accomplishments

During the June 5, 2018, BCC meeting, Public Works received the American Public Works Association (APWA) West Coast Chapter Management Innovation Award and Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council Community Preparedness Award for developing a mechanism to power traffic signals using an inverter connected to a vehicle. This award acknowledged Transportation staff’s innovative response to the loss of traffic signal power throughout the County in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma.

The APWA also presented Public Works with its prestigious accreditation designation at the BCC meeting on August 7, 2018. APWA accreditation provides formal recognition Public Works complies with national standards in the APWA Public Works Management Practices manual and has performed an in-depth self-assessment of its policies, procedures, and practices. As of its accreditation date, Public Works was only the 12th agency in Florida and 140th in North America to achieve the status.

Beyond the APWA accomplishments, Transportation has received six awards for the different elements of the ATMS/ITS and an additional two awards for the power inverter solution.
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

We have conducted an audit of Traffic Management System Coordination.

The scope of the audit covered the operation of the TMC and a review of the effectiveness and efficiency of the Countywide ATMS/ITS. We also determined if the Transportation Division was adequately managing inter-governmental contracts and/or agreements as they related to the traffic management system.

The audit period was January 1, 2018, through March 31, 2019. However, we did not limit the review of transactions and processes by the audit period and scope.

During the audit, we performed the following:

1. Interviewed staff to obtain an understanding of TMC and ATMS/ITS operations, the process to complete the ATMS/ITS implementation, the processes used to measure and report performance, the processes used to maintain and repair ATMS/ITS equipment, and the management of inter-governmental contracts and/or agreements.
2. Performed on-site observations of the TMC to ensure efficient and effective operations.
3. Observed the TMC’s communication with the public to ensure it was prompt and effective in the event of traffic incidents.
4. Observed Transportation’s website and social media platforms to ensure they contained relevant outreach and statistical data.
5. Observed field inspections, maintenance, repair, and replacement processes.
6. Performed sample testing of PM and traffic issue investigations to determine if maintenance and investigations were completed timely based on the intervals set forth by best practices and County requirements.
7. Reviewed applicable regulations and compliance with those regulations.
8. Reviewed the current inter-governmental contracts and/or agreements for completeness.
9. Performed sample testing of jurisdiction maintenance billings to confirm adherence to the associated contracts and/or agreements.
OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES

The objectives of the audit were to:

1. Ensure adequate procedures were in place to operate the ATMS/ITS and TMC effectively and efficiently.
2. Ensure Transportation employed a sufficient methodology to measure the performance of the ATMS/ITS and communicate key traffic flow statistics to the public.
3. Ensure adequate procedures were in place to perform PM, facilitate the reporting of traffic issues, investigate reported issues, and repair traffic signals in an effective and efficient manner.
4. Ensure there was adequate oversight of the inter-governmental contracts and/or agreements for the maintenance and operation of the traffic management system.

As a result of the audit, we determined:

1. In our opinion, Transportation did an adequate job of operating the ATMS/ITS and TMC. However, we noted specific areas for improvement.
   a. A review of the ATMS Master Plan revealed it was outdated.
   b. We also noted the Transportation Operations and Transportation Traffic Systems Engineering and Design sections did not collaborate effectively on ITS installation projects.
   c. In addition, municipalities did not consistently report traffic advisory information to the TMC for dissemination to the public.
   d. Through observation, we determined the TMC, despite requiring access cards for entry, had doors that closed inconsistently.

   We also noted an opportunity for Transportation to expand its use of predictive technology. We support Transportation’s efforts to build the required partnerships to achieve this goal.

2. In our opinion, Transportation did an adequate job of monitoring the ATMS/ITS performance. However, we noted specific areas for improvement related to public outreach and travel time monitoring.
   a. Our review of the Transportation webpage found it contained outdated information and missed an opportunity to provide critical outreach information on Transportation’s mission to the citizens.
   b. In addition, Transportation did not monitor travel time performance on all County roadways equipped with the technology to do so.

3. In our opinion, Transportation did an adequate job with its PM, repair, and investigation processes. However, we noted specific areas for improvement.
   a. During audit fieldwork, Transportation implemented the Cityworks application to track its work. We determined Cityworks did not provide the custom reporting
functionality Transportation management needed to monitor work performance effectively.

b. We also determined management did not ensure each Transportation field staff was equipped with a tablet and mounting device to facilitate the recording of Cityworks work orders in the field.

c. Further, our review of Transportation’s PM data revealed Transportation traffic signal PM was behind schedule.

d. Conversations with Transportation staff revealed instances where ITS installation contractors lacked the required technical expertise to complete projects, which led to issues with the final work product.

4. In our opinion, Transportation did an adequate job overseeing the inter-governmental contracts associated with the maintenance and operation of the traffic management system. However, we noted specific areas for improvement. Transportation’s interlocal agreements with Clearwater contained outdated and unclear information, which led to disagreements between the agencies on the responsibility for certain types of maintenance.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with the *International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing* and the *Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General*, and accordingly, included such tests of records and other auditing procedures, as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

Our audit disclosed certain policies, procedures, and practices that could be improved. Our audit was neither designed nor intended to be a detailed study of every relevant system, procedure, or transaction. Accordingly, the Opportunities for Improvement presented in this report may not be all-inclusive of areas where improvement may be needed.

1. **The Advanced Traffic Management System Master Plan Was Outdated.**

The ATMS Master Plan was created in November 2008 and is now over 10 years old. Gord & Associates, Inc. performed the study for the FDOT to define the Master Plan for the development and deployment of ATMS solutions in the County. The plan had a 10-year focus. Therefore, it is now outdated.

The Master Plan included multiple recommendations to guide Transportation in its implementation efforts. We reviewed those recommendations and determined several were addressed. The following five efforts were still in progress:

- Centralized traffic system access in the PCC
- Installation of uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) on all traffic cabinets
- Vehicle detection technology
- Implementation of highway advisory radio (HAR)
- Emergency vehicle preemption technology

Transportation management stated it was in the solicitation process for a new central traffic control software. This software will integrate multiple PCC applications and provide centralized access.

Transportation was also in the process of completing UPS device installation in all traffic cabinets with a goal of initiating communication between the traffic control software and the UPS devices to detect power outages. This would assist TMC staff in detecting, reporting, and monitoring power outages and UPS battery life. Transportation has made significant progress on the UPS installation with 267 UPSs installed throughout the County, which covers all signalized intersections on critical roadway corridors, evacuation routes, and traffic signals with high pedestrian volumes.
Transportation management acknowledged it needed a more advanced vehicle detection technology. However, it had encountered issues with wireless technology. Therefore, Transportation needed to test other available methods to arrive at the best solution. Transportation also put the HAR implementation on hold until a final decision could be made concerning its efficacy.

During audit fieldwork, a consensus among Transportation staff was the current emergency vehicle preemption system was inefficient and created the opportunity for abuse by placing control with the vehicle operators. We visited multiple fire departments to review their emergency vehicle preemption procedures. Although we identified no specific instances of abuse, fire department staff also expressed concerns about the efficiency of the existing system.

Transportation had a goal of upgrading the emergency vehicle preemption technology, but funding constraints needed to be addressed prior to moving forward with a solution. Transportation management provided examples of available preemption technology, such as route-based signal control and satellite-based preemption, but it noted those technologies were cost prohibitive. We contacted Safety and Emergency Services management to discuss the matter, and it expressed a willingness to assist Transportation with funding efforts in an attempt to make the existing emergency vehicle preemption system more efficient. Subsequent to the discussion, Transportation management demonstrated to Safety and Emergency Services management a route-based signal control solution used in another state.

Transportation should have current planning documentation on file to ensure it remains focused on its long-term objectives related to the development and deployment of the ATMS/ITS. The planning documentation should include goals to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operations on a continuous basis by leveraging the most current technology available.

The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) provides best practices for Master Plans and capital improvement planning. The GFOA defines the background of Master Plans and capital improvement planning and provides recommendations as follows:

“Many governments establish long-range strategies focused on community development and sustainability through the use of Master Plans. As blueprints for the future, these plans identify economic, land use, and infrastructure development and/or redevelopment, which may include transportation, housing, and public facilities. Master Plans, most frequently coordinated by the local government’s planning department with broad community participation, identify jurisdictional needs ten to twenty-five years into the future. Regular updates to these plans are
imperative to ascertain development or infrastructure needs as local conditions change.

Master Plans are the foundation for:

- the development of physical plans for sub-areas of the jurisdiction;
- the study of subdivision regulations, zoning standards and maps;
- the location and design of thoroughfares and other major transportation facilities;
- the identification of areas in need of utility development or extensions;
- the acquisition and development of community facility sites;
- the acquisition and protection of open space;
- the identification of economic development areas;
- the incorporation of environmental conservation;
- the evaluation of short-range plans (zoning requests, subdivision review, site plan analysis) and day-to-day decisions with regard to long-range jurisdictional benefit; and
- the alignment of local jurisdictional plans with regional plans.

In addition to a long-range Master Plan, governments utilize Capital Improvement Plans (CIP) to identify present and future needs requiring capital infrastructure. Such plans operate for a shorter duration, often three-to-five years, and list the projects and capital programs planned for the community with corresponding revenues and financing sources. Paying attention to financial factors during the development of master plans allows for a smoother transition of long-range plans to implementation and lessens the impact on the CIP and future operating budgets. Subsequently, to adequately guide the fiscal, operating, and land use needs of the community, finance officers should use Master Plans as a framework for capital project requests that go into the CIP.

GFOA recognizes the role of Master Plans as one of the CIP’s important elements and recommends that governments consider the following:

1. **Master Plans should provide a vision for capital project plans and investments.** Master Plans provide a vision for the government that should be supported by realistic planning documents, solid financial policies targeted for the implementation of stated goals, and trends on the government’s accomplishments and progress toward these goals. Such plans forecast the outlook for the government, illustrating the alignment between demand generators, capital improvement programs, and funding policies. In doing so, **Master Plans help address the management factors that are critical in rating analysis and investor communication.**
2. **Governments should make capital project investment decisions that are aligned to their long-range Master Plans.** The list of potential projects for inclusion in the CIP comes from a variety of sources, including department requests, plans for facility construction and renovations, long-term capital replacement programs, citizen requests, neighborhood plans and projects for which grant funds are available. These projects should always be reviewed for consistency with the government’s Master Plan(s). The CIP should be viewed as a financial blueprint that helps prioritize needs to achieve implementation of the public improvements identified in the Master Plan. The level of funding in the CIP defines the financial capacity to reach the desired goals set forth in the Master Plan.

3. **The finance officer should play an active role in the early planning process.** Master Plans can be useful for projecting long-range service demand generators, facility capacity needs, and stakeholder communication. Knowledge of facility capacity needs coupled with financial policies and revenue comparisons allows for the development of a more fiscally prudent Master Plan. It is important that Master Plans strike a balance between stakeholder vision and the government’s financial capacity in order to reach the desired goals. This balance can be accomplished by considering financial implications during the development phase of a Master Plan.

4. **Financial factors should be considered as part of the development of Master Plans.** The master planning process should be an in-depth analysis, incorporating the financial factors that bridge the gap between planners and finance officials. When integrating plans with financial policies, governments should consider both the costs and revenue streams. Possible revenue streams include bond programs, pay as you go alternatives, grants, impact fees, and public private partnership alternatives. Reviewing the revenue generating potential under the plan assumptions will help identify the capability to finance needed capital projects as well as any gaps in the ability to do so. Moreover, the plan’s vision should be balanced between the financial capacities to meet the stated goals, or at a minimum, should clearly identify the financial implications of a vision that may conflict with the jurisdiction’s financial policies and capacity. Planning documents should incorporate scenario testing during development and the jurisdiction should, at a minimum, understand the plan cost drivers, alternative scenario outcomes (from both a need and revenue generating potential) and options for meeting the desired goals.”

Transportation management indicated it was aware the ATMS Master Plan was outdated and needed revision. Transportation began updating the ATMS Master Plan in 2015 and had it in draft form. Upon discussions between management and a consultant, however, management realized it needed much more information to update the plan. The document has been on hold since that time with ongoing ATMS/ITS projects demanding staff resources.
Many technological changes have occurred in traffic management over the last 10 years. Technologies prevalent at the time of the ATMS Master Plan creation in 2008 may no longer be viable or may have been superseded by other technologies. With outdated planning documentation in place, Transportation risks losing track of its long-term goals and becoming stagnant in its technology. This could reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of the transportation management system.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Complete an updated ATMS Master Plan. The updated plan should include the current status of the ATMS/ITS implementation and the future goals of the traffic management system, including the associated costs to achieve those goals. The ATMS Master Plan should be reviewed and updated periodically as recommended by best practices.

B. Complete efforts to address the remaining recommendations from the 2008 ATMS Master Plan as follows:

- Complete the selection and implementation of the new central traffic control software
- Complete installation of UPS equipment and backup batteries on all traffic cabinets and initiate communication between the UPS equipment and the traffic control software
- Select, purchase, and install the optimal vehicle detection technology
- Perform an analysis and make a decision on the implementation of HAR
- Seek the required funding, collaborating with Safety and Emergency Services where feasible, to purchase and upgrade the emergency vehicle preemption technology

**Management Response:**

A. **Management Concurs.** As mentioned in the audit report, Transportation recognized the need to update the long range ATMS/ITS Master Plan several years ago but the effort was halted due to major changes in technology. Transportation has a scope developed and has requested a fee proposal from our consultant to complete the update.

B. **Management Concurs.**

- We are in the final stages of selecting a new central traffic control software, which will be implemented in the next six months, however, the central software mentioned in the previous Long Range Master Plan was completed many years ago and the software being selected now is a replacement for that original software.
- Although Uninterruptible Power Supplies have not been installed at all locations, they have been installed on all critical roadways, evacuation routes, and intersections with high pedestrian volumes.
2. The Transportation Countywide And Maintenance Interlocal Agreements With Clearwater Contained Outdated And Unclear Information.

Our review of the Countywide ATMS/ITS Traffic Signal Interlocal Agreement (countywide agreement) and the Interlocal Agreement for Maintenance of Traffic Control Signals and Devices (maintenance agreement) revealed both agreements contained outdated information. Moreover, insufficient clarity in the maintenance agreement contributed to disagreements regarding the responsibility for maintenance on certain devices.

Transportation entered into the countywide agreement with Clearwater on May 18, 2006. The original agreement had a 10-year term that expired May 18, 2016. Transportation entered into the maintenance agreement with Clearwater on April 4, 2007. The maintenance agreement contained a renewal clause that kept it in effect as long as the countywide agreement was active.

On March 23, 2016, Transportation and Clearwater executed an amendment to the countywide agreement. The purpose of the amendment was to extend the countywide agreement for 10 years until May 18, 2026, without substantially changing the language in the original agreement. With the extension of the countywide agreement, the maintenance agreement was extended automatically.

Transportation operates all traffic signals on ATMS/ITS corridors and FDOT corridors within the city limits of Clearwater. The impetus of the original maintenance agreement was for Clearwater to retain maintenance responsibilities on all of its traffic signals. Consequently, the maintenance agreement required Transportation to compensate Clearwater for maintenance performed on traffic signals on the ATMS/ITS corridors and FDOT corridors within city limits. To offset these maintenance costs, Transportation used funding received from the local option gas tax and the FDOT.

We reviewed the countywide agreement and maintenance agreement to determine if both documents contained relevant and complete information necessary to ensure the effective
maintenance of ATMS/ITS devices in Clearwater. As a result, we identified the following outdated information in the countywide agreement:

- ATMS/ITS project phase
- PCC Committee composition and meeting frequency
- Maintenance standards and guidelines

The countywide agreement referred to the PCC Committee staffing in Phase 1 of the ATMS/ITS implementation. However, it did not address the method of communication and coordination between Transportation and Clearwater during the advanced stages of the project. Moreover, Transportation is currently in Phase 3 of the ATMS/ITS implementation. The countywide agreement stated the PCC Committee would meet on a regular basis, yet Transportation management said the last meeting was several years ago. In addition, Clearwater did not appoint a City Representative at Transportation despite this position being listed in the agreement. Management stated Transportation implemented scheduled monthly operational meetings with Clearwater several years ago. However, it is the management meetings that have not occurred routinely.

We witnessed an instance of insufficient communication between Transportation and Clearwater during field observations with Transportation staff. Clearwater replaced a traffic cabinet without consulting Transportation on the decision. Although Clearwater purchased the equipment, Transportation was responsible for the operation of the traffic cabinet components. Transportation staff indicated it attempted to determine why Clearwater replaced the traffic cabinet. However, no one from Clearwater responded. This further highlighted the necessity of a consistent means of collaboration between the two agencies.

Maintenance standards and guidelines in the original countywide agreement are now over 13 years old. Numerous technological advances have occurred in the interim, and Transportation has revised its maintenance standards accordingly.

Our review identified the following issues with the maintenance agreement:

- Insufficient delineation between Transportation and Clearwater maintenance responsibilities on specific types of equipment
- Unclear rate determination methodology
- Outdated billable device listing
The countywide agreement stated the following regarding the maintenance of ITS devices:

“Pinellas County will be responsible for maintaining all ITS devices once they have been installed.”

The maintenance agreement stated the following:

“The CITY shall provide all maintenance services for traffic control signals and devices situated within the corporate limits of the CITY located on ITS corridors established under the ATMS/ITS Interlocal Agreement.”

The maintenance agreement provided no specific guidance on the responsibility for ITS device maintenance. Transportation management indicated Clearwater interpreted the agreements to require Transportation to perform all ITS device maintenance, whereas Clearwater would maintain the traffic signals and devices that connected to them. For example, CCTV cameras are independent devices intended to monitor traffic flow and are not connected to the traffic signals. On the other hand, detection cameras are ITS devices that connect to the traffic signal controller.

Depending on the type of device, there were disagreements between Transportation and Clearwater on who had the responsibility for maintenance or repair. Ultimately, the County performed the maintenance or repair work if Clearwater did not do so. In the absence of an updated agreement, Transportation management said it would like to see standard operating guidelines that clearly define the responsibilities of Transportation and Clearwater.

In addition, the maintenance agreement provided very little information on Clearwater’s rate determination methodology. The agreement provided rates for the initial maintenance year and stated there would be annual increases based on the consumer price index. However, Transportation management stated Clearwater waived increases in some years. It is also unclear if Clearwater based its maintenance costs on actual expenses or if it used an alternate methodology.

Appendix A and B of the original maintenance agreement listed red light running devices as billable equipment. We reviewed the FY 2019 Clearwater maintenance invoice and determined Transportation paid Clearwater $295 each for maintenance on four red light running devices, for a total of $1,180. Upon further inquiry, Transportation management stated those were white enforcement lights installed at intersections. The intent of a white enforcement light is to notify enforcement officers located downstream from an intersection when a motorist traveling upstream runs the red light. Transportation management confirmed there was not a large amount of maintenance involved in the white enforcement lights. In addition, Transportation did not bill other municipalities for such maintenance. After we questioned Transportation management about the devices, it discussed the matter with Clearwater Traffic
Operations and obtained confirmation Clearwater would remove the devices from future billable device listings.

Discussions with Transportation management revealed it requested the creation of a new maintenance agreement. However, Clearwater only agreed to an extension of the countywide agreement.

The ATMS/ITS is a dynamic and technology driven system, which places greater impetus on creating and retaining updated agreements. The updated agreements should reflect current maintenance standards, system breadth and associated technology, clearly delineated responsibilities, avenues of communication between Transportation and Clearwater, and transparent and accurate billing information.

Transportation and Clearwater should establish and maintain open communication on critical operational, equipment replacement, maintenance, and implementation decisions. This will ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of the traffic management system in Clearwater.

The International Business Machines Center for the Business of Government published a report in 2013 entitled *A County Manager’s Guide to Shared Services in Local Government*. This report provided recommendations from experienced county officials to make shared service projects successful and noted the following requirements for success:

“*Three key preconditions were found to mark the success of a shared service delivery venture:*

- **Leadership:** Support from top administrators and elected officials is necessary to advance dialogue and ensure the success of shared services and interlocal agreements. Teams or task forces of participants from multiple governments may identify opportunities for cooperation and maintain momentum.
- **Trust and reciprocity:** Counties that develop a track record of cooperation with their neighbors develop trust, an asset for building new shared service efforts.
- **Clear goals and measurable results:** Specific goals for shared service projects can ensure success while confirming that the effort is worthwhile. Officials should regularly assess the services delivered through cooperation, as well as the quality of the working relationship.”

The report provided the following recommendations, among others:

“*Create a shared services assessment team.* Bring the right participants together to discuss shared services in a transparent manner. Maintain communication with partners over time, resisting the urge to set relationships on autopilot."
Identify strengths in participating governments. Counties should carefully identify their areas of strength in determining where they could provide service to others, while also assessing other governments’ areas of strength.

Discuss and document responsibilities with partners… guiding cooperation with clear, documented terms written in a way that current and future county leaders will understand. Managers and policy-makers should regularly review and discuss shared service agreements.

Make appropriate changes as needed. Public needs and budgets change over time."

Transportation and Clearwater did not create new agreements providing the required information to identify and execute current roles related to the ATMS/ITS system in Clearwater. The initial agreements were extended for a period of 10 years with no modifications to the outdated agreement content.

An outdated countywide agreement and maintenance agreement resulted in misunderstanding between Transportation and Clearwater on responsibilities and coordination efforts. Transportation management noted disagreements on responsibility resulted in instances of back and forth between Transportation and Clearwater and inefficient response to maintenance and repair requests.

Despite the countywide agreement providing a framework to facilitate coordination between Transportation and Clearwater in the form of the PCC Advisory Committee, it rarely met. This further stifled communication between the two parties and led to decisions affecting both parties being made independently. Arbitrary equipment changes by Clearwater could result in operational issues for Transportation, although we noted no such issues during our review.

In addition, by not updating the agreement to ensure the billable devices were current, Transportation missed an opportunity to cease paying white enforcement light maintenance costs of $1,180 per year.

We Recommend Management:

A. Work with Clearwater Traffic Operations to explore the feasibility of updating the Countywide ATMS/ITS Traffic Signal Interlocal Agreement and the Interlocal Agreement for Maintenance of Traffic Control Signals and Devices to bring both agreements current. The agreements, at a minimum, should provide information and guidance on the following topics, as applicable:

- Status of the overall ATMS/ITS system implementation
- PCC Advisory Committee, or similar, and associated position composition and responsibilities
- Current maintenance standards
• A comprehensive list of maintained devices along with associated agreed responsibility for maintenance and repairs
• A more detailed explanation of Clearwater’s methodology for arriving at billable rates

If updated countywide and maintenance agreements are not feasible at this time or will take an extended period of time to develop and execute, we recommend Transportation management work with Clearwater Traffic Operations in the interim to develop current standard operating guidelines governing the maintenance of all ATMS/ITS intersection components. These guidelines, at a minimum, should provide current maintenance standards, a comprehensive list of devices, and the agreed responsibility for maintenance and repairs.

B. Re-emphasize the importance of coordination and collaboration with Clearwater Traffic Operations, including all critical operational, equipment replacement, maintenance, and implementation decisions and concerns, during the scheduled operational meetings. Transportation management should also consider working with Clearwater Traffic Operations to re-institute periodic management meetings to discuss big picture items affecting both agencies.

C. Ensure Clearwater removes the white enforcement light devices from all future invoices.

Management Response:

A. Management Concurs. Transportation management believes that updating the agreement would be preferable and will work towards that goal, however; the need for a Standard Operating Guideline (SOG) for Signal/ATMS/ITS maintenance is of greater value in resolving issues that have surfaced relative to interaction issues between the City and County. We will be moving forward with this effort as quickly as possible.

B. Management Concurs. Management wishes to highlight the operations meetings mentioned in the audit report continue to occur on a monthly basis with City and County staff to resolve issues that may occur.

C. Management Concurs. Management spoke with the City of Clearwater and they were more than happy to remove the charge for white enforcement light devices. We will verify during next billing cycle this was accomplished.
3. The Cityworks Application Provided Insufficient Reporting Functionality.

During audit fieldwork, we determined the Cityworks application had insufficient functionality to facilitate Transportation’s reporting needs. Discussions with Transportation management responsible for PM of traffic signals, ITS device PM, repairs, and traffic signal timing all revealed concerns about the lack of reporting functionality in Cityworks. Management stated it was promised the reporting feature during software development, yet reporting was not delivered at implementation.

The County executed a contract with Woolpert, Inc. (Woolpert) on June 21, 2016, to implement Cityworks as its enterprise asset management application. The contract included multiple County departments and divisions, including Public Works Transportation. The County subsequently executed an amendment to the contract on February 5, 2019, which increased the not-to-exceed amount from $6,547,552 to $11,102,525 and modified the implementation tracks and phases.

Both the original contract and amendment included reporting among the software deliverables. The amendment price proposal included a cost of $116,993 for the planning and development of Public Works custom reporting and metrics. This total was not itemized by division, and the contract indicated Woolpert would create as many reports as possible given the amount of available funding. Woolpert required the County to provide a prioritized list of existing and desired reports to be developed. According to the amended project schedule, all reporting was to be finished and accepted by April 4, 2019, which was prior to system deployment.

Discussions with management in the Office of Asset Management (OAM) and the Cityworks Core Team Member for Public Works, revealed the funding for Woolpert custom reporting was exhausted on higher priority reports for competing departments and divisions. Woolpert and OTI were addressing the remaining Transportation custom reporting needs, and many of the reports were in development or testing. OAM management expressed its commitment to ensuring Transportation had all of its reporting needs met.
OTI was working to allow Transportation the ability to report directly from the Cityworks database using Crystal Reports. In the meantime, the Core Team Member created saved queries for Transportation staff to extract the data necessary for its quarterly key performance indicator report. Saved queries provide access to summary level data, which limits the ability to obtain detailed information.

Regarding traffic signal timing, management expressed a concern about Cityworks not allowing a distinction between small timing adjustments resulting from citizen complaints versus large-scale signal timing evaluations. Management only focused on the large-scale signal timing evaluations for reporting purposes. Therefore, it expressed concerns about being able to produce accurate reports based on the available data.

We also noted Transportation staff did not record ITS PM data and traffic signal timing data in the legacy Agile application and instead relied on paper records. Staff has since begun recording all PM activities in the Cityworks application. Our review of repair data recorded in Agile revealed instances where staff inconsistently recorded call receipt and crew arrival times, which compromised the data reliability.

The publication entitled *Performance Management Framework for State and Local Government: From Measurement and Reporting to Management and Improving*, produced by the National Performance Management Advisory Commission, stated the following regarding the importance of performance management:

“Governments want better information and practices that will help them improve results. This means providing better ways to:

- understand public needs;
- identify and implement programs and services that will meet those needs;
- assure that policies, strategies, and services are in alignment;
- collect and analyze performance information;
- apply information to continuously improve results and become more efficient;
- use data more effectively to inform policy decisions;
- support accountability, both within the organization and to the public;
- provide understandable information on performance to the public; and
- encourage citizens to provide feedback and get involved in the government’s decision-making processes.”
This publication provided the following additional information regarding the importance of measurement and reporting:

“Planning, budgeting, management, and evaluation rely on two cross-cutting practices that are essential to all organizations engaged in performance management:

- Measurement. Practices used to develop, collect, store, analyze, and understand performance, including indicators of workload or activity, effectiveness, efficiency, and actual results or improvements.
- Reporting. Practices used to communicate performance measurement information to audiences including internal staff such as employees, management, and executives, along with elected officials, other organizations such as community interest groups and rating agencies, and the public.”

The original Cityworks implementation contract and amendment each noted reporting as a deliverable. The amendment stated the following in its Statement of Work:

“Custom reports and dashboard requirements will be defined and refined throughout the Advanced Configuration phase. Woolpert will develop report specifications based on information previously gathered and develop saved searches, dashboards, inboxes and custom reports as required to meet the County users’ requirements.”

After the County and Woolpert developed a prioritized list of existing and desired reports, the following was to occur:

“Woolpert will develop specifications for as many of the identified reports as possible in their order of priority within the allocated time and budget. Woolpert will facilitate an on-site review of the report specification document with each Department before finalizing the specifications and commencing report development.”

Upon implementation of Cityworks on June 18, 2019, the software implementation vendor, Woolpert, did not provide the required reporting functionality for Transportation due to competing divisions’ reporting needs taking priority.

In addition, the quantity of ITS equipment has grown significantly in recent years. Maintenance management had the goal of automating ITS PM work orders, but a decision was made to delay ITS PM electronic recording until the implementation of Cityworks so staff would not have to learn two different applications. Operations management stated its lack of confidence in Cityworks reporting led to the decision to continue maintaining paper records for traffic signal timing.
On a quarterly basis, management must provide statistics for inclusion in a report of key performance indicators. Our discussions with Transportation management revealed it initially was unable to produce the required statistical data on PM for the last quarter of FY 2019 due to the Cityworks reporting constraints. Although the Core Team Member created a workaround to produce the required summary level data, Transportation management still lacked the ability to produce detailed reports. Moreover, the lack of available reporting limits the ability of management to periodically assess the progress of PM, repair, and traffic signal timing against the established goals.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Work with OAM and OTI to ensure all required custom reports are developed, tested, and implemented so management can effectively monitor PM, repair, and signal timing work. This includes OTI incorporating the functionality for Transportation staff to query the Cityworks database directly from Crystal Reports.

B. Work with OAM and OTI to create the necessary system fields to distinguish between the types of traffic signal timing work.

C. Ensure staff accurately records all PM, repair, and traffic signal timing work in Cityworks.

**Management Response:**

A. – C. Management Concurs.

4. **Traffic Signal Preventive Maintenance Was Behind Schedule And Preventive Maintenance On Other Devices Was Inconsistently Recorded.**

During our review of Transportation’s performance measures for PM completion, we determined Transportation was behind schedule on traffic signal PM in FY 2018 and during the three quarters of available data in FY 2019. We also noted Transportation did not consistently record PM on ITS devices, including CCTV cameras and DMSs, within its performance measure reports.

Transportation identified a series of key performance indicators (KPIs) to tie to its budget. Transportation managers were responsible for quarterly reporting on the KPIs. We reviewed the following KPIs that were relevant to the audit for FY 2018 and the first three quarters of FY 2019:
Opportunities For Improvement
Audit of Traffic Management System Coordination

- Traffic signal PM
- Traffic signal timing
- CCTV PM
- DMS PM
- Transportation investigation completion

Although the 2018 Public Works Department Strategic Plan stated traffic signal PM would be completed once per year, Transportation adopted a goal of performing PM on all traffic signals at least once every two years for purposes of monitoring its KPI reporting. As a result, Transportation developed a goal to perform PM on 16 traffic signals per month in order to perform PM on 384 traffic signals over a two-year period.

By comparing the actual traffic signal PM to the goal, we determined Transportation completed PM on 169 of a scheduled 192 traffic signals, or 88%, during FY 2018. We reviewed the first three quarters of data in FY 2019 and determined Transportation completed PM on 96 of a scheduled 144 traffic signals, or 67%.

In addition, the quarterly performance reports listed no DMS PM in FY 2018 and in the first three quarters of FY 2019. PM was reported on only 6 of 171 CCTV cameras, or 4%, in FY 2019 and 33 CCTV cameras in FY 2018. A total number of CCTV cameras was not provided for FY 2018. Transportation management confirmed maintenance was completed on all DMSs and CCTV cameras during the audit period despite the lack of recording in the quarterly performance reports. Transportation did not establish monthly ITS PM goals, as it compressed all ITS PM into the span of one or two months.

The 2018 Public Works Department Strategic Plan provided the following levels of service for PM:

“**Dynamic Message Signs:** Preventative maintenance is done once per year….

**Signals:** Preventative maintenance is done once per year (FDOT requirement is once every 2 years)….

**Traffic Cameras:** Preventative maintenance is done once per year.”
The National Transportation Operations Coalition stated the following regarding the importance of traffic signal maintenance:

“The maintenance function supports the key strategy of field infrastructure reliability that leads to effective signal operations. A well-timed system must be accompanied by effective maintenance if it is to provide high-quality service to the motoring public.”

Transportation management noted multiple challenges to completing traffic signal PM. The FDOT increased the volume of required traffic signal PM significantly in recent years. Consequently, PM on an intersection that, according to management, once took one hour may take several hours now. Transportation is also using traffic signal technicians for new construction projects and repair work, which reduces their available time for PM work.

Transportation management stated the ITS PM was completed during the periods reviewed. However, the data provided by the associated manager was inadvertently omitted from the quarterly reports.

When PM is not performed at the required frequency, Transportation runs the risk of equipment issues remaining undetected and devices later malfunctioning. This could lead to traffic system inefficiency, traffic operator limitations, increased repair efforts, and potential safety concerns with the associated devices.

Incomplete KPI data deprives management of critical data necessary for decision-making. With no capability to identify potential maintenance concerns, management cannot oversee efforts to address those concerns.

We Recommend Management:

A. Develop a goal to catch up on traffic signal PM with the anticipation that staff currently involved in construction projects will be able to assume a greater role in PM responsibilities once those projects are complete.

B. Assuming it cannot adequately catch up on traffic signal PM, determine how many additional staff would be necessary to complete this effort and seek funding to fill the necessary position(s).

C. Consistently record ITS PM in the quarterly performance measure reports so the information is available for comparison against the established performance goals.

D. Amend the next Public Works Strategic Plan to reflect the two-year traffic signal PM goal.

Management Response:

A. – D. Management Concurs.
5. Intelligent Transportation System Installation Contractors Lacked The Required Technical Expertise.

Through discussions with Transportation staff, we noted instances of contractors installing ITS equipment improperly. Transportation did not always detect those issues until operational implementation. For example, Transportation noted the following types of issues:

- CCTV cameras that were not installed in an optimally secure fashion
- CCTV cameras installed with scratched domes
- CCTV cameras pointed at the sky or pavement
- Non-terminated wires in traffic cabinets
- Incorrectly installed connectors
- Inductive loop vehicle detection sensors installed backwards

Beyond these issues, Transportation noticed contractors attempting to substitute cable or fiber with imitation materials instead of providing the specified material. As a result, Transportation had to perform research to ensure the proposed material met the project specifications.

Transportation management said the installation contractors had a background in traffic signal installation and not ITS. As a result, they often lacked the required technical expertise to perform satisfactory ITS installation work.

Transportation had an inspector for ITS installation projects. However, discussions with management revealed he had several responsibilities in the agency, which demanded a large amount of his time. Therefore, his primary focus was on inventory and equipment specification management. Management stated it would continue to evaluate the use of in-house versus outside installation resources to determine the best return on investment.

Transportation should ensure all ITS equipment is installed in a quality, defect free fashion and is fully operational prior to implementation. This entails having a sufficient quality assurance and control program in place to proactively detect and correct installation issues.

We obtained the following relevant information from Chapter 12.11 of the Public Works Management Practices Manual published by the APWA:
“A quality assurance plan includes inspection and measurement procedures, which are needed to determine that final projects conform to established standards for design and construction.”

Chapters 13.3 and 13.5 of the Public Works Management Practices Manual stated the following regarding contractor qualifications and bid evaluation:

“A designated official is responsible for ensuring that contractors who, for any of a number of reasons, are not qualified to undertake the work will not perform public construction….

In determining whether the bid or proposal is suitable, designated personnel should decide whether the bid or proposal is responsive, check to see whether it is provided on the form furnished, and see that it contains no exceptions to specifications or plans stated in the project proposal.”

Section 1.3 of the County Purchasing Policy & Procedure Manual stated the following regarding the award of bids:

“Awards shall be made to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder or offerer providing the best value whose bid or proposal complies with the specifications in all material aspects, requirements, or criteria set forth in the invitation to bid or request for proposals and/or is in the best interest of the County. The County may opt to refuse award of all bid/proposal responses if not in the County’s best interest.”

Therefore, Transportation should put the County’s best interest ahead of only price considerations.

Transportation solicited ITS installation contractors based on best price, which resulted in less experienced contractors being awarded the work. Moreover, the Transportation inspector had several duties, which limited his time to perform field quality control inspections.

Deficient work must be re-performed to correct workmanship issues that should have been caught at installation or additional supervision is required during the installation process to ensure proper completion. This results in a waste of agency labor, equipment, and material resources. In addition, incorrectly installed ITS equipment can lead to traffic disruptions or provide challenges to operators and engineers monitoring traffic flow.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Perform a cost-benefit analysis to hire and train additional staff to complete ITS equipment installation projects in-house instead of soliciting a contractor to potentially save money and ensure quality work completion. If this proves desirable, management should seek the funding to complete the process to hire ITS equipment installation staff.
B. Create a quality assurance plan for the ITS installation projects, which should include specific inspection, measurement, and documentation requirements.

C. Explore the feasibility of hiring or reassigning existing staff to perform full-time ITS installation quality control inspections.

D. Assuming Transportation continues to solicit contractors to perform ITS project installation work, include specific technical skills commensurate with the ITS installation work in its scope of work so only capable contractors bid and receive awards.

**Management Response:**

A. **Management Partially Concurs.** Transportation management performs cost – benefit analysis on an ongoing basis for all contract versus in-house construction and maintenance work. In many cases we have determined to perform work in-house, examples include ATMS signal cabinet replacement and adaptive control hardware installation. We will continue to perform analysis as we have more costs associated with ATMS/ITS construction contracts.

B. **Management Partially Concurs.** As part of the design and inspection standards for Pinellas County and FDOT, procedures do exist to verify the final product received complies with plans and specifications. We would agree that there have been issues with ITS construction contractors installing equipment incorrectly as described; however, the County’s final punch list is intended to inspect all items and make sure they are corrected prior to final acceptance of the project. I do not see issues relative to construction inspection or the quality of contractor’s work being isolated to ATMS/ITS projects, or any different to scope and nature of issues encountered. We would agree that if specific ITS project quality assurance plans are not in place and needed we will augment future construction plans, processes and contracts.

C. **Management Partially Concurs.** Transportation management performs analysis on an ongoing basis to determine where internal efficiencies may need to be addressed through organizational shifting of personnel and responsibilities. We will review construction inspection to verify correct allocation of resources.

D. **Management Partially Concurs.** Transportation interacts with the Purchasing and Public Works Construction Divisions to exclude contractors from bidding on projects that have not performed satisfactorily. This has included at least one contractor that has lost their ability to bid on ATMS/ITS projects. We also work through issues and revisit contract language to eliminate areas where the contractor’s interpretation of the contract, specifications, and/or standards causes issues during project construction. We agree that only capable contractors bid on and receive awards for ATMS/ITS construction contracts.
6. **Transportation Engineering And Design Did Not Collaborate Effectively With Operations On Traffic Equipment Installation Decisions.**

During field observations with Transportation staff, we noted multiple instances of ineffective collaboration on equipment installation decisions. The Transportation Traffic Systems Engineering and Design section creates the layout of an intersection, which includes the placement of traffic signals, cabinets, and associated traffic and ITS equipment. Although having to operate the traffic and ITS equipment, the Transportation Operations section was not always engaged in equipment placement decisions.

The specific issues we identified related to the placement or installation of some CCTV cameras. The devices noted here are not considered all inclusive. Moreover, we did not review the placement and installation of all CCTV cameras and other traffic devices.

In one instance, Operations section staff indicated a CCTV camera at the intersection of Gulf to Bay Boulevard and Keene Road was installed in a poor location. Therefore, the camera did not provide the best viewing angle to Operations section staff monitoring traffic on Gulf to Bay Boulevard. Transportation management stated this was one of its first CCTV camera installations, and it implemented stronger coordination efforts during project design since that time.
While observing ITS support staff repairing ITS equipment, staff identified another CCTV camera at the intersection of Park Boulevard and Gulf Boulevard that was mounted on the back of a pole facing the side of the road. See camera positioned on top of the pole in the photograph on the right. Therefore, the pole itself obscured the field of view. In addition, a CCTV camera mounted above the cantilever sign structure on Park Boulevard west of 141st Street, although being installed in a good location, was installed using a pole mount. According to ITS support staff, the CCTV camera should have been installed using a parapet mount to enable a greater field of view. This would have allowed the camera to extend over the mounting pole.

Our discussions with staff generally reflected the opinion that operational considerations were not prioritized consistently when planning and designing intersections.

The ITE defined traffic engineering as follows:

“Traffic Engineering is the subdiscipline of transportation engineering that addresses the planning, design and operation of streets and highways, their networks, adjacent land uses and interaction with other modes of transportation and their terminals.”

Therefore, a key function of traffic engineering is to address both design and operational needs. The Federal Highway Safety Administration stated the following in its Designing for Transportation Management and Operations primer, dated February 2013:

“Effectively designing for operations involves the development and application of design policies, procedures, and strategies that support transportation management and operations. Considering operations needs during the design process requires transportation design professionals to work closely with those who have expertise in transportation operations, intelligent transportation, and transportation technology….

Successful integration of [management and operations] considerations into the design process means that:
• Roadway and transit system infrastructure is designed to facilitate the needs of day-to-day system management and operations and meet transportation system performance targets for efficiency, reliability, travel options, and safety.

Designing for operations improves the integration of operational considerations throughout the transportation project development lifecycle, resulting in better resource utilization, improved maintenance and asset management practices through enhanced collaboration, and effectively designed and deployed infrastructure improvements.

Designers and project development staff typically have a thorough understanding of the project development process but have had limited exposure to operational needs. Without experience in the practical application of [management and operations] strategies, designers have no fundamental understanding of how their design may impact roadway operations... Building opportunities for operations, planning, project development, and design staff to regularly collaborate by removing functional silos from organizations will help to increase this understanding.”

The Transportation Traffic Systems Engineering and Design section did not effectively consult with Operations section staff to ensure some CCTV cameras were positioned and installed to allow optimal viewing angles. Transportation management stated CCTV camera locations often appeared acceptable on paper. However, the locations were not always practical once implemented due to other unforeseen factors at the intersection.

Operations section staff had a limited field of view for the identified CCTV cameras. This impeded staff’s ability to see all activity at the associated intersections.

We Recommend Management:

A. Obtain a list of specific equipment placement concerns from the Operations section and initiate a dialogue between the Traffic Systems Engineering and Design section and Operations section to resolve any concerns.

B. Re-emphasize communication efforts between the Traffic Systems Engineering and Design section and Operations section on the design and placement of traffic and ITS equipment at intersections. This could be accomplished through regular meetings between the two sections regarding ongoing and planned activities, as well as allowing Operations staff to test equipment placement in the field before design plans are finalized.

C. Incorporate a discussion of the necessary collaboration between the Traffic Systems Engineering and Design section and Operations section within its planned Transportation Design Manual.
Management Response:

A. **Management Concurs.** As part of the design process that has been developed over time includes a site location study to evaluate locations for the best visibility of the CCTV camera. This includes using a bucket truck to go up to the elevation the camera will be set to verify the visibility. On occasion, the final location has not provided the best view of the roadway. When the ITS operators see a camera that has limitations, they can report these to the construction services section, which can make field changes to the ITS equipment locations. The design group has also implemented an upcoming project (Phase 3 ATMS project) that is specifically meant to fill gaps in the coverage of the CCTV cameras and overhead message boards based solely on information provided by the ITS operations group.

B. – C. **Management Concurs.** We continue to make process changes in our design and operations areas. We will review the new Transportation Design Manual and include any missing processes or clarifications.

7. **Municipalities Did Not Consistently Self Report Traffic Advisory Information.**

During audit fieldwork, we identified an issue with the reporting of municipality traffic advisory information. The Operations section in Transportation creates a weekly Traffic Advisory Report (TAR) and distributes it each Friday. The TAR has evolved since its inception. It was initially a compilation of traffic advisories for only County roadways. However, Transportation realized the need to include traffic advisories on municipality roadways due to interconnectivity. Consequently, Transportation staff began reaching out to other municipalities on a weekly basis to solicit their traffic advisories for inclusion in the TAR.

Transportation historically posted the electronic TAR on the Public Works webpage. However, it recently removed the report and transitioned to a graphical representation in the Blue Sky Road Closures application. Transportation staff enters the information from the TAR into the ArcGIS application, which updates the Blue Sky Road Closures application hyperlinked from the Public Works webpage.
During audit fieldwork, we noted a significant lane closure that was not reported on the Blue Sky Road Closures application. Specifically, Clearwater performed a utility repair on eastbound Court Street west of Hillcrest Avenue beginning on June 3, 2019. On May 17, 2019, the Clearwater news and information webpage announced the closure, which was to begin on June 1, 2019. This lane closure was not reported on the TAR and, consequently, the Blue Sky Road Closures application.

Transportation staff is limited to the information provided by the municipalities. Through discussions with Transportation staff, we determined the eventual goal is for each municipality to report its own traffic advisories in ArcGIS instead of relying on Transportation to compile. Clearwater and St. Petersburg currently use the ArcGIS application, so they are capable of reporting their own advisories.

Citizens rely on accurate and current traffic advisory data for decision-making. The collection of traffic advisory information should be a coordinated effort between the County and municipalities to reduce the likelihood of omissions and expired advisories. Therefore, each agency should have dedicated staff to enter traffic advisories and should be accountable for providing current and accurate traffic advisory information for each jurisdiction.

Clearwater did not report the lane closure on Court Street to Transportation. Therefore, the lane closure was not reported in the TAR or Blue Sky Road Closures application. Transportation staff reviews the FDOT traffic advisory webpage on a routine basis. However, it does not actively review the Clearwater webpage for traffic advisory information.

The manual nature of the current traffic advisory reporting process increases the likelihood of omissions or expired traffic advisories. Moreover, lack of coordination between the County and municipalities results in a reduction of information available to citizens. Less information limits the ability to efficiently plan travel.
We Recommend Management:

A. Formulate a plan to coordinate with all capable County municipalities so they can begin entering their own traffic advisory data in ArcGIS. Transportation should continue to compile traffic advisories for municipalities that do not have access to ArcGIS.

B. Actively review municipality traffic advisory webpages for relevant advisories and update the TAR accordingly until the self-reporting of municipality traffic advisory data is achieved.

Management Response:

A. **Management Concurs.** Public Works is engaged in an effort to provide direct access to the County's ArcGIS for municipalities. They are now able to input Capital Improvement Projects and will expand soon to input traffic advisory information.

B. **Management Concurs.** Transportation will review the processes and resources to determine if the County can review City webpages to provide additional, or more accurate, traffic advisory information data. The Traffic Advisory Report information is only as good as the partners’ information that is supplied. It is a voluntary effort between the County and other local jurisdictions and accuracy will always be limited based on this arrangement.

8. **The Traffic Management Webpage Was Outdated And Contained Insufficient Public Outreach Information.**

The ATMS/ITS webpage contained outdated content and limited information on the function of the ATMS/ITS and TMC. In addition, the webpage did not provide the implementation status of the ATMS/ITS or direct contact information for the TMC.

Among other duties, the TMC operators are responsible for answering citizen telephone calls. Citizen calls may relate to concerns about traffic equipment or traffic signal timing. In addition, citizens may request improvements, such as additional signage, new traffic signals, speed bumps, etc. The current ATMS/ITS webpage does not adequately explain the types of concerns or requests citizens should report to the TMC. It also does not provide a direct means of contacting the TMC. A citizen would need to perform additional research on other Public Works webpages or call the main Public Works telephone number in an effort to be redirected to the TMC.
We also noted the ATMS/ITS webpage contained traffic study data from 2006 through 2008. These studies were performed on specific roadway corridors after the implementation of adaptive signal control to show the comparative benefit to time-based coordination. Similar studies were performed in 2012 and 2017. However, those studies were not included on the webpage.

Transportation management stated it created new content for the webpage and was in the process of obtaining approval to update it when OTI and Business Technology Services (BTS) advised against it due to pending litigation. Specifically, someone filed a lawsuit against the County claiming the County’s website was not compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). A consultant is currently working to review the County’s website to ensure all webpages are brought into compliance with the ADA. This must occur prior to Transportation receiving approval to proceed with updating its ATMS/ITS webpage.

In conjunction with the upgrade of the ATMS/ITS webpage, Transportation intends to publish the Smart Tracs ATIS webpage. The ATIS is designed to provide the public various traffic resources such as the following:
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- Travel time information
- Construction data
- Incident data
- Special event data
- Weather data
- CCTV camera feeds
- DMS content

Once the new ATMS/ITS and ATIS webpages are implemented, Transportation plans to initiate a media campaign to publicize the new webpages and overall ATMS/ITS and TMC functionality.

A Neighborhood Traffic Management Plan published by the Washington State Department of Transportation and the Seattle Department of Transportation stated the following regarding the importance of public outreach:

“Public outreach is essential for any transportation project or traffic management program.”

Regarding the importance of information exchange, the International Association for Public Participation listed the following as one of its Core Values for the Practice of Public Participation:

“Public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate in a meaningful way.”

As the ATMS/ITS technology continues to advance and the implementation progresses on additional roadway corridors, it is more imperative the webpage be kept current to keep citizens informed. Additionally, citizen reporting of traffic issues and requests is critical to the operation and continual improvement of the traffic management system. Therefore, the TMC contact information should be readily available to the public.

Transportation saw the need to update its ATMS/ITS webpage and actuated the process to do so. However, ADA compliance issues with the County’s website put the project on hold.

Without current and complete information on the ATMS/ITS webpage, citizens are ill informed of the functionality of the ATMS/ITS and breadth of operations in the TMC. Citizens also do not know what concerns they should report and to whom.
Addressing citizen concerns is a primary responsibility of the TMC. The information provided not only has the potential to improve the driving experience for the citizen reporting it, reported information ultimately may improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the entire traffic management system, thereby benefiting more citizens.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Work with OTI and BTS to obtain approval to update the ATMS/ITS webpage to include, at a minimum, the following information:

- Functionality of the ATMS/ITS and TMC
- Relevant statistics on ITS devices and coverage of roadway corridors
- Current status of the ATMS/ITS implementation
- List of reportable citizen traffic concerns
- Direct contact information for the TMC, including Transportation’s Twitter account
- Most recent traffic studies regarding adaptive signal control

B. In conjunction with the ATMS/ITS webpage update, implement the Smart Tracs ATIS webpage.

C. Complete a media campaign to inform the public once the new ATMS/ITS and ATIS webpages are implemented.

**Management Response:**

A. – C. **Management Concurs.** Transportation was in the process of establishing a real-time ATMS website but was preempted by current issues being resolved by BTS and OTI. We are participating with OTI on their on-going effort to redevelop the Pinellas County website and incorporate ATMS/ITS website. In anticipation of moving forward with the new website, the static Pinellas County Public Works ITS website was not updated. We will make a concentrated effort to update the existing website. When the new website is launched, Transportation has planned a media campaign to inform the public of these additional Advanced Traffic Information System tools.
9. **Transportation Should Continue To Employ All Predictive Technology Resources For Traffic Management.**

Transportation used a traffic management software with the functionality to perform predictive analysis, but it was not actively employing this functionality. Transportation began using the Waycare application on July 17, 2018, to view data from numerous sources in order to stay abreast of roadway and traffic conditions. The current sources of Waycare data are as follows:

- Duke Energy power outage data
- 911 data
- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration weather data
- SeeClickFix issue data
- Waze mobile application travel data

Beyond merely providing current traffic data, Waycare has artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities to coordinate in-vehicle and traffic data to perform predictive analysis. This provides the potential for proactive traffic management and accident prevention, which ultimately can improve the efficiency of traffic movement and safety.

Waycare’s predictive analysis functionality assembles historical traffic data and uses it to make an assessment of current driving conditions. Waycare uses an algorithm to assess accident risk based on certain conditions being met. For example, attributes such as rain, time of day, and location could signify a potential accident at that location.

Once Waycare detects a probable accident, it can perform other functions to prevent the accident. This includes posting safety messages to the DMSs and notifying the closest law enforcement officers and first responders to monitor the location. Beyond accidents, Waycare has the capability to proactively report likely traffic congestion.

In order to realize the full potential of Waycare, there must be large amounts of data to assemble. Although Waycare currently accesses multiple data sources, more is needed. Specifically, Transportation needs to partner with local law enforcement, County Emergency Management, and County Fleet Management in order for them to authorize use of their automatic vehicle location (AVL) data. Shared location data is critical to the dispatch function to allow for quick response time.
Waycare is a secure application used by multiple state and local agencies, such as the FDOT and the City of Tampa. In addition, the Nevada Highway Patrol uses Waycare. AVL information shared with Waycare is confined to the application and not provided to the public.

Transportation should make every attempt to leverage technology to perform predictive analysis to improve traffic flow and safety. This technology will enhance the traffic management program and provide proactive functionality.

Transportation should also form partnerships with other County, local, and state agencies to obtain all required data.

According to an article in *The Wall Street Journal*:

“For AI to do its potential magic, the first thing that’s needed is data. Lots of it.”

Transportation has only used the Waycare application for a short period of time and has been learning its functionality. Therefore, the opportunities to expand its use in predictive analysis have only recently presented themselves.

The more time it takes to partner with other agencies and obtain critical data, the more missed opportunities there are to improve the County’s traffic flow and safety through predictive analysis technology.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Assess and develop a list of its data needs in order to achieve its predictive technology goals in the Waycare application.

B. Engage other County, local, and state agencies, as applicable, to form partnerships and initiate data exchange through the Waycare application.
Management Response:

A. **Management Concurs.** It should be noted that the WayCare platform is new traffic management software that includes Artificial Intelligence technology. Pinellas is one of the first systems to use this technology and will continue to review data needs to successfully achieve the predictive technology goals.

B. **Management Concurs.** Transportation is working on several efforts to engage County, municipal, and state agencies in partnerships with this product including FDOT, City of Tampa, and Hillsborough County to expand the Waycare platform that would include data from the two-county region. In a separate effort, we are working with the Tampa Bay Smart Cities Alliance, which includes Pinellas County, City of Tampa, Hillsborough County, FDOT, City of St Petersburg, University of South Florida, and other public and private partners to enhance transportation by developing a common data exchange platform.

10. **Transportation Did Not Complete Its Roll-out Of Tablets And Associated Accessories To Field Staff.**

During a ride-along with an ATMS/ITS technician, we determined he relied on manual notes and did not record work orders directly in Cityworks until the end of each work day. The ATMS/ITS technician indicated the tablet was difficult to use in the absence of a correctly positioned mounting device in the work vehicle. Therefore, he preferred to write his work notes in a notepad and transfer them to Cityworks at the end of each day using his tablet in the office.

We witnessed the technician manually write his work notes in the work vehicle, and he appropriately transferred them to Cityworks at the end of the day. The entire process only took a few minutes. However, the process was not as efficient as it could have been.

Transportation began using Cityworks for asset management on June 18, 2019. Transportation also purchased each field staff a tablet with access to Cityworks in order to record work orders. However, Transportation did not complete the roll-out of tablets to all field staff and ensure all appropriate accessories, such as cases and mounting devices, were provided.
The following benefits of tablet use were provided in an article on the Business.org website:

“Staying in the loop is crucial for offering customers the best possible service and for minimizing mistakes. When employees have tablets, they are always a few clicks away from accessing the pertinent data they need to perform their duties.”

Transportation should ensure staff has the most efficient access to technology to ensure the completion of job responsibilities. This includes completing the rollout of tablets and providing equipment to mount tablets in work vehicles to ensure easy accessibility. Each tablet should also be protected by an appropriate case considering the potential amount of wear and tear occurring in the field.

According to Transportation management, Transportation is still in the process of rolling out tablets to field staff. Management is also gauging how each of its functional groups uses the tablets. For example, some groups use the tablets strictly inside the work vehicle. Other groups will need to remove the tablets from the work vehicle to scan equipment barcodes or perform other functions directly on the equipment being repaired or maintained. Since cases and mounting devices can be very expensive, Transportation management did not want to purchase a large quantity to have only a fraction of them used.

The lack of quick access to Cityworks through the tablet creates the risk that work orders get recorded late or get missed if not manually recorded and transferred. This could lead to inaccurate records in the Cityworks application. In addition, although not consuming a large amount of time overall, compiling written notes and later transferring the information to Cityworks unnecessarily duplicates work.

**We Recommend Management:**

A. Complete the roll-out of tablets to its field staff.

B. Survey staff on the preferred tablet cases and mounting devices and purchase these items for permanent installation on the assigned tablets and in the assigned work vehicles.

**Management Response:**

A. – B. **Management Concurs.** As the Cityworks implementation is completed we will verify that all field technicians have the appropriate mobile field equipment and mounting devices needed to facilitate easy access and usage. Due to software limitations and changes, tablet and laptop configurations were modified as the implementation of Cityworks was rolled out. Technicians were told that as they get familiar with the equipment and input procedures, they could request mounting equipment specifically configured for the vehicle and type of mobile field equipment they use.

Our review revealed Transportation did not monitor travel time performance on all corridors with installed monitoring equipment. In order to analyze travel time, Transportation uses the BlueTOAD Bluetooth travel time application. BlueTOAD sensors are installed on 50 roadway corridors that have traffic equipment operated by the County. The sensors locate and create Bluetooth connections to the unique media access control addresses assigned to motorists’ vehicles or mobile devices and monitor the progression of the vehicles through the corridors. Using this information, the BlueTOAD application calculates the average travel time for all motorists on the corridor and displays it on DMSs.

A consultant began analyzing monthly BlueTOAD travel time data on a portion of the County roadway corridors in June 2018. Using this data, the consultant began compiling a monthly Arterial Performance Measures Report. The report examines the morning and afternoon peak period travel times for traffic in both directions in a corridor and assigns a travel time index and planning time index to each figure. The raw data and indexes provide a basis of comparison and allows the consultant to analyze trends and associated contributing factors.

Within the most recently provided Arterial Performance Measures Report from May 2019, the consultant analyzed 26 of the 50 corridors, or 52%, with installed monitoring equipment. Transportation management stated its goal was to begin in-house analysis of travel time on all corridors equipped with BlueTOAD travel time monitoring equipment.
Transportation should make every attempt to use the BlueTOAD travel time application to its fullest potential and compile travel time performance reports on as many roadway corridors as possible. This will provide the maximum amount of data for historical travel time analysis and create the potential for predictive analysis based on historical trends.

The FDOT stated the following regarding the importance of mobility and performance:

“Mobility is the ease with which people and goods move throughout their community, state, and world. Mobility is valuable because it provides access to jobs, services and markets. Transportation’s most essential function is to provide mobility for people and goods. By measuring the performance of mobility, we can better understand how to improve it.”

The National Center for Mobility Management defined performance measurement as follows:

“Performance measurement refers to the routine measurement of program inputs, outputs, outcomes, and impacts related to an organization’s mission, vision, goals, and objectives. By regularly monitoring program operations, a mobility management program can

- Measure progress toward targets and goals
- Engage in informed decision making
- Guide operational changes that will eventually lead to better utilization of resources and improved outcomes”

Transportation had only been reporting on travel time since June 2018. Moreover, construction projects and the continued expansion of the ATMS/ITS affected the availability of data in certain corridors. Transportation was also in the process of migrating its BlueTOAD data to a cloud environment in partnership with the FDOT. Consequently, it placed a hold on its planned in-house travel time analysis efforts.

There is a missed opportunity to perform trend analysis on all of the roadway corridors operated by the County and equipped with travel time monitoring equipment. This information is vital to ensure the County’s traffic is flowing as efficiently as possible while identifying potential areas of concern that need to be addressed operationally.

We Recommend Management:

A. Begin compiling monthly internal performance reports on all County operated roadway corridors equipped with BlueTOAD travel time monitoring equipment. This will provide a means of historical performance and future predictive analysis.

B. Make travel time performance reports available on the updated Transportation webpage so the public is aware of travel time performance and trends.
Management Response:

A. – B. **Management Concurs.** It should be noted that Pinellas County has one of the largest and most comprehensive installations of travel time sensors in the state of Florida. At present we report on arterial performance monthly on 26 corridors. The FDOT has recently entered into a contract with the travel time sensor company to absorb a significant local operating cost. This has caused a delay in expanding our reporting to all corridors until configuration work can be accomplished by our consultant. Once this is accomplished by spring 2020, we will be reporting performance on all 50 arterials. Once completed this information will be available on the Pinellas County website.

12. **The Traffic Management Center Doors Did Not Always Lock Automatically.**

The TMC, also known as the PCC, doors did not always close completely and lock upon entering and exiting the room. During audit fieldwork, we were able to enter the TMC without swiping an access card due to the doors not closing and locking properly.

The TMC is a secure, quiet area that requires authorized card access to enter. Upon exiting, motion sensors above the doors unlock them for exiting. This physical security control could be circumvented by an unauthorized person if the doors do not automatically close.

Transportation has other physical security controls in place, including a reception desk where visitors are required to report to the receptionist and sign a visitor log. However, if the receptionist leaves the desk for any reason, an unauthorized person can walk past the reception desk and enter the TMC if the doors are not properly closed. Badge access is required to enter the Public Works complex and the TMC building after hours.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is a national information technology authority. NIST Special Publication 800-171 provides physical security requirements. Chapter 3.10.1 provides the following requirements:

“Limit physical access to organizational systems, equipment, and the respective operating environments to authorized individuals.”
Chapter 3.10.5 further requires the following:

“Control and manage physical access devices.”

The two TMC doors rubbed together, which prohibited the locking magnet from activating if a person did not pull the doors closed.

An unauthorized person could enter the TMC and obtain access to critical transportation management hardware and software. This could lead to asset misappropriation, traffic system manipulation, and/or the observation of sensitive information.

**We Recommend Management:**

Repair the TMC door so it automatically locks upon entrance and exit.

**Management Response:**

**Management Concurs.** Once this issue was brought to our attention, the door locks were repaired by facilities management.
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